We are developing activation diagnostics for monitoring energetic chargedparticle fluxes in space and laboratory plasmas. More immediately, we plan to use activation to measure the time-integrated proton flux from D-3 He fusion reactions in Alcator C-MOD, providing a measure of the time averaged D-3 He fusion rate.
Introduction
Activation analysis can be used to monitor energetic charged particles from space and laboratory plasmas. We intend to initially apply activation to the measure of time-averaged D- 3 He proton yields and fusion rates in Alcator C-MOD. The application is particularly attractive for studying tokamak plasma interiors since the high energy of the protons leaves them essentially unconfined by the B field.
Chrien et al. were first to employ charged-particle activation as a tokamak diagnostic in 1980.1 They qualitatively showed the presence of D- 3 He protons in PLT by activating titanium and iron targets through the " 8 Ti(p,n) 4 sV and " 5 Fe(p,n)" 5 Co reactions.
We are extending this technique by using activation to quantitatively measure time-averaged fluxes of 14.7-MeV protons striking activation targets in tokamaks. We may then determine time-averaged D- 3 He reaction rates from those fluxes (via orbit-unfolding computer codes). Additionally, we shall use surface barrier diodes 2 to measure the fluxes.
Using our Cockcroft-Walton generator to create D- 3 He reactions in a titanium target, 3 we experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of measuring the D- 3 He yield by way of the 48 'Ti(pn) 4 V-induced gamma activity. We measured significant gamma activity in the target, exposed to 5.5x10 9 protons (a fluence on order of that expected in a 3 cm 2 sample exposed to a single shot in Alcator C-MOD). We shall activate chromium in our next experiment, which should provide activity comparable to, or better than, titanium's.
Selecting Target Materials
A successful target material for 14.7-MeV proton activation must meet several criteria. The activation spectrum should exhibit narrow, intense -y lines, distinguishable from background (usually easy with our high purity germanium's 1.8-keV resolution). The activation product must have a halflife long enough to allow sample retrieval and analysis before decaying away, but short enough to produce measurably large activity. The reactive isotope should also have a sufficiently large cross section near 14.7 MeV to produce significant activity, and it should occur in large natural abundance to eliminate any need for expensive enrichment.
The isotope's reaction threshold should exceed 3 MeV, if possible, to prevent D-D protons from contributing to activation (although these slower protons could alternately be removed by a thin foil in front of the target). After examining a number of potential target materials, including chromium, iron, nickel, copper and silver, all of whose (p,n) cross sections were readily available in the literature, 4 -7 we found that titanium and chromium best fit the criteria, offering the most activity for a given proton fluence.
Titanium reacts with the 14.7-MeV protons through 48 Ti(pn) 48 V. 4 The 48 V subsequently decays back to 4 'Ti by /+ and EC, emitting a 0.984-MeV and a 1.312-MeV gamma with virtually each decay.",' The decay has a 16.2 day half-life, providing sufficient time for sample retrieval and analysis. 4 8 Ti has a cross section reaching 500 mb at 11 MeV, 4 and it occurs as 74% of natural titanium, so D-He protons should produce significant activity in a natural titanium sample. Fortunately, this reaction also has a 5-MeV threshold.
Chromium also satisfies the criteria well. The isotope 52 Cr, having 84% abundance, 8 undergoes a (p,n) reaction with 14.7-MeV protons through 52 Cr(p,n) 2 Mn." The 52 Mn decays back to 52 Cr by P+ and EC, emitting a 1.434-MeV gamma with each decay, plus a 0.744-MeV and a 0.935-MeV gamma (each in about 80% of the decays).' Although 3 2 Cr has a smaller (p,n) cross section than 4 8 Ti, peaking at only 210 mb at 14 MeV, 6 its shorter half-life of 5.7 days 8 compensates for this and produces more activity for a given proton fluence than titanium. The shorter half-life, though, still allows plenty of time for sample retrieval and analysis. Finally, 1 2 Cr has a reaction threshold around 5 or 6 MeV.'
Activation as a Tokamak Diagnostic
As an Alcator C-MOD diagnostic, we propose mounting titanium and chromium targets, along with surface barrier diodes, outside the vacuum vessel in a reentrant port near the plasma edge. 2 Protons from D-3 He reactions should escape the plasma, then pass through a collimator and a very thin (-50 Am) beryllium window (losing only 300 keV) to strike the activation targets. The activated targets will be removed after one or several tokamak shots, and their activities counted for several hours with our high purity germanium (HPGe) detector.
Assuming targets thick enough to totally stop the protons (800 pm of titanium or 500 pm of chromium), we calculated that one out of every 800 D-He protons entering a titanium target creates one 4 to obtain an activity on the order of 3000 decays per hour from a single shot. A similar chromium target incurs an activity on the order of 4000 decays per hour under the same conditions. To measure the activity, we place each exposed target directly against the face of our HPGe detector, giving nearly a 2 7r solid acceptance angle, to maximize the count rate. In the case of titanium, we estimate the absolute efficiency of our HPGe detector to be on the order of 3% at 0.984 MeV and on the order of 2% at 1.312 MeV. Thus we should measure on the order of 100 counts and 70 counts per hour at the two titanium lines, respectively, integrated over the width of each peak after a one-shot exposure.
By comparison, background radiation, which we subtract off, generates about 330 counts per hour at 0.984 MeV and 190 counts per hour at 1.312 MeV, integrated over the same energy ranges as the emission peaks. If we accumulate counts for, say, ten hours, the statistical errors in the final activity measurements should be on the orders of 9% at 0.984 MeV, 10% at 1.312 MeV, and 6% for the two lines combined. Of course, the errors can be reduced further by counting longer or by accumulating activity over several shots.
For activated chromium under the same conditions we estimate that the HPGe detector has absolute efficiencies on the order of 4%, 3% and 2% at the respective 0.743-MeV, 0.935-MeV and 1.434-MeV lines. Thus we should expect to measure on the order of 130, 100 and 80 gammas per hour from the three lines, respectively, integrated over each peak width after a oneshot exposure. Background radiation will provide about 410, 370 and 120 counts per hour at the three lines, respectively, integrated over the same energy ranges as the emission peaks. The activity measurements should then contain statistical errors on the order of 7% at 0.743 MeV, 9% at 0.935 MeV, 7% at 1.434 MeV, and 5% for the three lines combined after a ten hour count.
Experimental Proof of Principle
To demonstrate the. diagnostic's feasibility, we activated an 890 pIm thick titanium sample using D-3 He protons created in our Cockcroft-Walton generator. We sought to expose the sample to roughly the same proton fluence expected from one shot in Alcator C-MOD, about 109 protons. Our generator can produce, on average, 500,000 D-3 He reactions per second, so we needed to maximize the sample's solid angle of exposure to the protons to complete the experiment in a reasonable time.
We chose to generate the fusion reactions directly in the titanium sample itself. We first implanted or "loaded" a titanium disk target with deuterium by bombarding it with a 150-keV, 50-1A deuteron beam in our CockcroftWalton for a period of 10 hours. Since titanium has one of the largest affinities for hydrogen of any metal, 0 much of the deuterium remained trapped in the target. We next bombarded the target with a 3 He beam at 150 keV and 60 [A for an additional 6 hours. A small fraction (of order 1 out of every 10') of the 3 He nuclei fused with a deuterium nucleus trapped in the target to release a 14.7-MeV proton and a 3.5-MeV alpha.
Since the fusion reactions took place in a thin layer at the surface of the target, and since the distribution of reaction products was nearly isotropic, about half of all the fusion protons escaped from the target's surface while the other half traveled into the target to react with titanium nuclei. A surface barrier diode (SBD) mounted 120* from the beam axis monitored the escaping proton flux and, thus, the fusion reaction rate. We stopped the activation when the titanium accumulated a 5.5x10 9 proton fluence, then counted the induced gamma activity for ten hours with the activated target placed directly against the HPGe face. Figure 1 shows the gamma spectrum of the titanium sample immediately after bombardment by 'He. The spectrum contains sharp gamma lines at 0.984 MeV and 1.312 MeV, demonstrating that even one shot in Alcator C-MOD should provide enough titanium activation for detection by our equipment.
We also took spectra of the sample before 'He bombardment, both before and after deuterium loading, and those spectra showed no activity beyond background at 0.984 or 1.312 MeV. Thus the detected activity could only be due to titanium activation by D-IHe protons.
The activation line intensities agree reasonably well with our calculations (to within 50%). We suspect that the discrepancy is due to our overestimating the absolute efficiencies of our HPGe in the given geometry, i.e. with the source placed directly against the detector face. We intend to measure the absolute efficiency for this geometry more accurately before our next set of experiments.
Future Work
In the future, this experiment will be repeated with a chromium target to also demonstrate that material's feasibility as a D- 3 He activation diagnostic. Unlike titanium, though, chromium has almost no ability to absorb hydrogen 10 ; we must evaporate a very thin layer of titanium (about 3 pim) onto the chromium surface to retain the deuterium during loading. Assuming the success of these steps, the chromium activation experiment is essentially the same as for titanium activation.
Conclusion
We have successfully demonstrated the feasibility of using proton activation of titanium to monitor the time-integrated proton flux from tokamaks. We exposed a titanium sample to a D-3 He proton flux (i.e. 14.7-MeV protons) with a total fluence of 5.5x10' protons, comparable to the fluence expected in a 3 cm 2 titanium target from a single Alcator C-MOD shot. The protons reacted with the titanium by means of the 8 Ti(pn)' 4 V reaction. We measured significant activity, which agreed reasonably well with theory (to about 50%), from 4 1V decay at 0.984 MeV and 1.312 MeV. Even though our loading process produced copious numbers of D-D fusion neutrons (of order 10" total), no activation lines were seen at 0.984 MeV or 1.312 MeV after the loading process and before activation. Hence the observed activity comes entirely from D- 3 He proton activation. Also natural chromium should reach activation levels from D- 3 He protons comparable to, or better than, that achieved by titanium.
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